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Abstract
We consider the(p,n− p) right focal boundary value problem. A new set of upper
and lower estimates of positive solutions for the boundary value problem are obtained.
These estimates implement and improve the ones in the literature.
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1 Introduction
In this paper, we consider the(p,n− p) right focal boundary value problem
u(n)(t)+(−1)n−p+1 f (t,u(t)) = 0, 0≤ t ≤ 1, (1.1)
u(i)(0) = 0, i = 0,1, · · · , p−1,
u( j)(1) = 0, j = p, p+1, · · · ,n−1.
}
(1.2)
Throughout this paper, we assume that
(H1) f : [0,1]× [0,∞)→ [0,∞) is a continuous function,n andp are fixed positive integers
such that1≤ p≤ n−1.
The higher order right focal boundary value problem has been considered by many authors.
For example, in 1991, Eloe and Henderson [8] studied the singular(n−1,1) focal boundary
value problem. In 1998, Henderson and Yin [11] considered the singular(k,n−k) boundary
value problem between conjugate and focal. The general(p,n− p) focal boundary value
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problem was considered by Agarwal et al. in [3, 4, 5, 6, 7] and in Chapter 13 of [2]. Ifn= 2
andp = 1, then (1.1)-(1.2) reduces to the second order problem
u′′(t)+ f (t,u(t)) = 0, 0≤ t ≤ 1,
u(0) = u′(1) = 0,
which has been considered by many authors, including Graef and Yang [10]. A special
case of the problem (1.1)-(1.2) in whichn = 4 and p = 2 is the model for the bending or
deformation of a cantilever beam, and was considered by Yang [12] in 2005.



















It is known thatG(t,s) ≥ 0 for (t,s) ∈ [0,1]× [0,1] (see [1]). The problem (1.1)-(1.2) is




G(t,s) f (s,u(s))ds, 0≤ t ≤ 1. (1.3)
For the problem (1.1)-(1.2), the following lower type estimate was proved by Agarwal
and O’Regan in [5].
Theorem 1.1. If y∈Cn[0,1] satisfies(1.2)and(−1)n−py(n)(t)≥ 0 for 0≤ t ≤ 1, theny(t)≥
t py(1) for 0≤ t ≤ 1. In particular, if y(t) is a positive solution to the problem(1.1)-(1.2),
theny(t)≥ t py(1) for 0≤ t ≤ 1.
No upper estimate of positive solutions to the problem (1.1)-(1.2) has been obtained
in the literature. The main purpose of this paper is to prove a new set of upper and lower
estimates for positive solutions to the problem (1.1)-(1.2). Here by a positive solution, we
mean a solutionu(t) such thatu(t) > 0 for 0 < t < 1. The upper and lower estimates given
in the next section implement and improve the one given by Theorem 1.1.
2 Estimates of Positive Solutions










The functionsa(t), b(t), andc(t) will be used to estimate positive solutions of the problem
(1.1)-(1.2). It is easy to see that(0) = b(0) = c(0) = 0, a(1) = b(1) = c(1) = 1, and that
a(t), b(t), andc(t) are continuous, nonnegative, and increasing on[0,1]. Below are the
expressions fora(t), b(t), andc(t) in two special cases:
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(i) If n = 2 andp = 1, thena(t) = t, b(t) = 1, andc(t) = 2t− t2.
(ii) If n = 4 andp = 2, then
a(t) = 3t2/2− t3/2, b(t) = t, c(t) = 2t2−4t3/3+ t4/3.
The next lemma is known [1].
Lemma 2.1. If u∈Cn[0,1] satisfies(1.2), and
(−1)n−pu(n)(t)≥ 0, 0≤ t ≤ 1, (2.1)
thenu′(t)≥ 0 andu(t)≥ 0 for 0≤ t ≤ 1.
The next two technical lemmas will be used to prove our new lower and upper estimates
of the positive solutions to the problem (1.1)-(1.2).
Lemma 2.2. Letm≥ 1 be a positive integer. If
(A1) u∈Cm[0,1] such thatu(0) = u′(0) = u′′(0) = · · ·= u(m−1)(0) = 0, and
(A2) u(t0) = 0 for somet0 ∈ (0,1],
then
(A3) there exist pointst1, t2, · · · , tm such thatt0 > t1 > t2 > · · · tm > 0 and
u( j)(t j) = 0 for j = 0,1,2,3, · · · ,m.
Proof. By mean value theorem, sinceu(0) = u(t0) = 0, there existst1 ∈ (0, t0) such that
u′(t1) = 0. Sinceu′(0) = u′(t1) = 0, there existst2 ∈ (0, t1) such thatu′′(t2) = 0. In this way,
(A3) can be proved easily by an induction onj. The proof is complete.
Lemma 2.3. Letm≥ 1 be a positive integer. Suppose that (A1), (A2), and (A3) hold. If
u(m)(t)≥ 0 on (0, tm), u(m)(t)≤ 0 on (tm,1), (2.2)
then for eachj = 0,1,2, · · · ,m−1, we have
u( j)(t)≥ 0 on (0, t j), u( j)(t)≤ 0 on (t j ,1). (2.3)
Proof. Note that (2.2) means thatu(m−1)(t) is nondecreasing on[0, tm] and nonincreasing
on [tm,1]. Sinceu(m−1)(0) = u(m−1)(tm−1) = 0 and0 < tm < tm−1, we have
u(m−1)(t)≥ 0 on (0, tm−1), u(m−1)(t)≤ 0 on (tm−1,1). (2.4)
Now (2.4) implies thatu(m−2)(t) is nondecreasing on[0, tm−1], and nonincreasing on[tm−1,1].
Sinceu(m−2)(0) = u(m−2)(tm−2) = 0 and0 < tm−1 < tm−2, we have
u(m−2)(t)≥ 0 on (0, tm−2), u(m−2)(t)≤ 0 on (tm−2,1).
Hence, (2.3) is true forj = m−1 and j = m−2. Continuing the procedure, we can prove
(2.3) by a (downward) induction onj. The proof is complete.
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Now we are ready to prove our new upper and lower estimates of positive solutions of
the problem (1.1)-(1.2).
Lemma 2.4. If u∈Cn[0,1] satisfies(1.2)and (2.1), then
u(t)≥ a(t)u(1), 0≤ t ≤ 1. (2.5)
Proof. Supposeu∈Cn[0,1] satisfies (1.2) and (2.1). If we define
h(t) = u(t)−u(1)a(t), 0≤ t ≤ 1, (2.6)
then
(−1)n−ph(n)(t) = (−1)n−pu(n)(t), 0≤ t ≤ 1. (2.7)
To prove the lemma, it suffices to show that( )≥ 0 for 0≤ t ≤ 1. Note that (2.6) implies
that
h(0) = h′(0) = h′′(0) = · · ·= h(p−1)(0) = 0 and h(1) = 0. (2.8)
If we let t0 = 1, thenh(t0) = 0. By Lemma 2.2, there exist points1, t2, · · · , tp such that
t0 > t1 > t2 > · · · tp > 0 and
h( j)(t j) = 0 for j = 0,1,2,3, · · · , p. (2.9)
In particular,h(p)(tp) = 0. At this point, there are two possible cases to consider:
Case I. If p = n−1, then (2.7) means thath(p)(t) is nonincreasing. Sinceh(p)(tp) = 0,
we have
h(p)(t)≥ 0 on (0, tp), h(p)(t)≤ 0 on (tp,1). (2.10)
Case II. If p< n−1, then we see from (2.6) thath(p)(1) = h(p+1)(1) = · · ·= h(n−2)(1) =
0. If we let s0 = 1− tp, and define
v(t) =−h(p)(1− t), 0≤ t ≤ 1, (2.11)
then
v(0) = v′(0) = · · ·= v(n−p−2)(0) = 0 and v(s0) = 0. (2.12)
By Lemma 2.2, there exist pointss1,s2, · · · ,sn−p−1 such thats0 > s1 > s2 > · · ·> sn−p−1 > 0
and
v( j)(sj) = 0 for j = 0,1,2,3, · · · ,n− p−1. (2.13)
In particular,v(n−p−1)(sn−p−1) = 0. We see from (2.7) and (2.11) that
v(n−p)(t) =−(−1)n−ph(n)(1− t)≤ 0, 0≤ t ≤ 1,
which implies thatv(n−p−1)(t) is nonincreasing. Sincev(n−p−1)(sn−p−1) = 0, we have
v(n−p−1)(t)≥ 0 on (0,sn−p−1), v(n−p−1)(t)≤ 0 on (sn−p−1,1). (2.14)
Since (2.12), (2.13), and (2.14) hold, by applying Lemma 2.3 tov( ), we have for each
j = 0,1, · · · ,n− p−1, that
v( j)(t)≥ 0 on (0,sj), v( j)(t)≤ 0 on (sj ,1),
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In particular, we have
v(t)≥ 0 on (0,s0), v(t)≤ 0 on (s0,1),
which implies (2.10).
Hence, in either case we have (2.10). Note that now (2.8), (2.9) and (2.10) all hold. Ap-
plying Lemma 2.3 again, this time toh(t), we arrive at the fact that for eachj = 0,1, · · · , p,
h( j)(t)≥ 0 on (0, t j), h( j)(t)≤ 0 on (t j ,1).
In particular, we have
h(t)≥ 0 on (0, t0) = (0,1), h(t)≤ 0 on (t0,1) = (1,1) = /0,
which simply meansh(t)≥ 0 for 0≤ t ≤ 1. The proof is complete.
Lemma 2.5. If u∈Cn[0,1] satisfies(1.2)and (2.1), then
u(t)≤ b(t)u(1) for 0≤ t ≤ 1. (2.15)
Proof. Suppose thatu∈Cn[0,1] satisfies (1.2) and (2.1). If we define
h(t) = b(t)u(1)−u(t), 0≤ t ≤ 1, (2.16)
then
(−1)n−ph(n)(t) =−(−1)n−pu(n)(t)≤ 0, 0≤ t ≤ 1. (2.17)






(n)(s)ds≤ 0, 0≤ t ≤ 1,
which means thath(p−1)(t) is nonincreasing on[0,1]. It is easy to see from (2.16) that
h(1) = 0. At this point, there are two possible cases to consider:
Case I. If p = 1, thenh(t) is nonincreasing on[0,1]. Sinceh(1) = 0, we haveh(t)≥ 0
on [0,1].
Case II. If p > 1, then we see from (2.16) that
h(0) = h′(0) = · · ·= h(p−2)(0) = 0, andh(1) = 0. (2.18)
If we let t0 = 1, thenh(t0) = 0. By Lemma 2.2, there exist pointst1, t2, · · · , tp−1 such that
t0 > t1 > t2 > · · · tp−1 > 0 and
h( j)(t j) = 0 for j = 0,1,2,3, · · · , p−1. (2.19)
In particular, we haveh(p−1)(tp−1) = 0. Sinceh(p−1)(t) is nonincreasing on[0,1], we have
h(p−1)(t)≥ 0 on (0, tp−1), h(p−1)(t)≤ 0 on (tp−1,1). (2.20)
Since (2.18), (2.19), and (2.20) hold, we can apply Lemma 2.3 toh(t) and arrive at the fact
thath(t)≥ 0 on [0,1].
Hence, it is true in either case thath( )≥ 0 on [0,1]. The proof is complete.
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Lemma 2.6. If u∈Cn[0,1] satisfies(1.2) and (2.1), and(−1)n−pu(n)(t) is nondecreasing
on [0,1], then
u(t)≤ c(t)u(1) for 0≤ t ≤ 1.
Proof. If we define
h(t) = u(1)c(t)−u(t), 0≤ t ≤ 1, (2.21)
then
(−1)n−ph(n)(t) = L− (−1)n−pu(n)(t), 0≤ t ≤ 1, (2.22)
whereL := n(p−1)!(n− p)!(−1)n−pu(1) is a constant. To prove the lemma, it suffices to
show thath(t)≥ 0 for 0≤ t ≤ 1. It is easy to see from (2.21) that
h(0) = h′(0) = · · ·= h(p−1)(0) = 0, andh(1) = 0. (2.23)
If we let t0 = 1, thenh(t0) = 0. By Lemma 2.2, there exist points1, t2, · · · , tp such that
t0 > t1 > t2 > · · · tp > 0 and
h( j)(t j) = 0 for j = 0,1,2,3, · · · , p. (2.24)
In particular, we haveh(p)(tp) = 0. We also see from (2.21) thath(p)(1) = h(p+1)(1) = · · ·=
h(n−1)(1) = 0. If we let s0 = 1− tp, and define
v(t) =−h(p)(1− t), 0≤ t ≤ 1,
then
v(0) = v′(0) = · · ·= v(n−p−1)(0) = 0, andv(s0) = 0. (2.25)
By Lemma 2.2, there exist pointss1,s2, · · · ,sn−p such thats0 > s1 > s2 > · · · > sn−p > 0
and
v( j)(sj) = 0 for j = 0,1,2,3, · · · ,n− p. (2.26)
In particular, we havev(n−p)(sn−p) = 0. We see from (2.22) that
v(n−p)(t) =−(−1)n−ph(n)(1− t) =−L+(−1)n−pu(n)(1− t), 0≤ t ≤ 1.
Since(−1)n−pu(n)(t) is nondecreasing on[0,1], we have that(−1)n−pu(n)(1− t) is nonin-
creasing int. Therefore,v(n−p)(t) is nonincreasing int. Sincev(n−p)(sn−p) = 0, we have
v(n−p)(t)≥ 0 on (0,sn−p), v(n−p)(t)≤ 0 on (sn−p,1). (2.27)
Note that (2.25), (2.26), and (2.27) all hold. By Lemma 2.3, we have
v(t)≥ 0 on (0,s0), v(t)≤ 0 on (s0,1),
which implies that
h(p)(t)≥ 0 on (0, tp), h(p)(t)≤ 0 on (tp,1). (2.28)
Since (2.23), (2.24), and (2.28) hold, we can apply Lemma 2.3 toh(t), and get thath(t)≥ 0
for 0≤ t ≤ 1. The proof is complete.
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Theorem 2.7. Suppose that (H1) holds. Ifu∈Cn[0,1] is a positive solution of the problem
(1.1)-(1.2), then
a(t)u(1)≤ u(t)≤ b(t)u(1) for 0≤ t ≤ 1.
Proof. If u∈Cn[0,1] is a positive solution of the problem (1.1)-(1.2), thenu(t) satisfies the
boundary conditions (1.2) and the inequality (2.1). Now the theorem follows directly from
Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5. The proof is complete.
Theorem 2.8. Suppose that (H1) and the following condition hold.
(H2) f (t,u) is nondecreasing int and nondecreasing inu.
If u∈Cn[0,1] is a positive solution of the problem(1.1)-(1.2), then
a(t)u(1)≤ u(t)≤ c(t)u(1) for 0≤ t ≤ 1.
Proof. If u∈Cn[0,1] is a positive solution of the problem (1.1)-(1.2), thenu(t) satisfies the
boundary conditions (1.2), and
(−1)n−pu(n)(t) = f (t,u(t))≥ 0, 0≤ t ≤ 1.
By Lemma 2.1,u(t) is nondecreasing on[0,1]. By (H2), (−1)n−pu(n)(t) is nondecreasing
on the interval[0,1]. Now the theorem follows directly from Lemmas 2.4 and 2.6. The
proof is complete.
Lemma 2.9. If 1≤ p≤ n−1, thena(t)≥ t p for 0≤ t ≤ 1.
Proof. If p = n−1, thena(t) = t p and the lemma is trivial. So we assume thatp < n−1 in
the remainder of the proof. If we defineh(t) = a(t)− t p, 0≤ t ≤ 1, then
h(0) = h′(0) = · · ·= h(p−1)(0) = h(1) = 0, (2.29)
h(p)(1) =−p!, h(n)(t)≡ 0 on [0,1]. (2.30)
To prove the lemma, it suffices to show thath( ) ≥ 0 for 0≤ t ≤ 1. If we let t0 = 1, then
h(t0) = 0. By Lemma 2.2, there exist pointst1, t2, · · · , tp such thatt0 > t1 > t2 > · · · tp > 0
and
h( j)(t j) = 0 for j = 0,1,2,3, · · · , p. (2.31)
We take two cases to continue:
Case I:If p = n−2. In this case, sinceh(p)(tp) = 0 and (2.30) holds, we have
h(p)(t) =−p! + p!
1− tp(1− t), 0≤ t ≤ 1.
Case II:If p< n−2. In this case, we haveh(p+1)(1) = h(p+2)(1) = · · ·= h(n−2)(1) = 0.
Sinceh(p)(tp) = 0, h(p)(1) =−p!, andh(n)(t)≡ 0 on [0,1], we have
h(p)(t) =−p! + p!
(1− tp)n−p−1(1− t)
n−p−1, 0≤ t ≤ 1.
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In either case,h(p)(t) is decreasing int. Sinceh(p)(tp) = 0, we have
h(p)(t) > 0 on (0, tp), h(p)(t) < 0 on (tp,1). (2.32)
Note that (2.29), (2.31), and (2.32) hold. If we apply Lemma 2.3 toh( ), we geth(t) ≥ 0
on [0,1]. This completes the proof of the lemma.
Remark2.10. Lemma 2.9 shows that our lower estimate in Lemma 2.4 is better than the
lower estimate in Theorem 1.1.
Remark2.11. Note that it is possible that the problem (1.1)-(1.2) does not have a posi-
tive solution. Actually the upper and lower estimates given in Theorems 2.7 and 2.8 can
help us find sufficient conditions for existence and nonexistence of positive solutions of the
boundary value problem, which will be discussed in another paper. The reader is referred
to [9, 12] for some works in this line.
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